AMDA Members: Share Your Comments with the Commission on Safety and Quality in Nursing Homes! The Deadline is 5 PM ET on July 17.

Yesterday's Headlines:

News Reports

- Highly rated California nursing home hit hard by coronavirus
- Long delays in getting test results hobble coronavirus response
- ‘Physicians need to think of COVID-19 as a multisystem disease’
- BioNTech, Pfizer Snag Fast Track Designation for Two COVID-19 Vaccine Candidates
- Facilities lack sufficient tests to meet COVID-19 recommendations, Senate report finds
- Visits to nursing homes resume in half of US states to the relief of families
- Experts make case for allowing more family-member visits in nursing homes
- Hundreds of nursing home workers plan walkout in nationwide protest
- COVID-19 Update: Shelter-in-Place Orders, Hyperglycemia Predicts Death
- Study: Immune Response Varied Among COVID-19 Patients
• Does Delirium Cause Long-Term Cognitive Decline? — Analysis has "great implications in the COVID era"

Journal Articles

• JAMDA Special Issue on COVID-19 in Post-Acute and Long-Term Care
• Understanding variation in reported covid-19 deaths with a novel Shewhart chart application
• Risk of Ischemic Stroke in Patients With Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) vs Patients With Influenza
• UPDATED Coronavirus tracker: Insurers urge Congress to fund COVID-19 testing
• Lessons from dermatology about inflammatory responses in Covid-19
• Rapid production of clinical-grade SARS-CoV-2 specific T cells
• Social and behavioral consequences of mask policies during the COVID-19 pandemic
• Caring for Older Adults With Diabetes During the COVID-19 Pandemic
• Airborne Transmission of SARS-CoV-2: Theoretical Considerations and Available Evidence

Podcasts/Webinars

• CMS Covid-19 Nursing Homes Call, July 22, 4:30 PM ET; Toll Free Attendee Dial-In: 833-614-0820/Access Passcode: 1143564

AMDA’s COVID-19 Resources Page
Join the Conversation on AMDA’s Forum

Follow Us:  Facebook  Twitter  LinkedIn

Acknowledge the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.
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